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ENGLISH SPEAKING DAY (II)  (2014-15) 

Name:_________________________                 Class:________ (    ) 

Date:  February 5, Thursday (Day 4) 

Time:  lunchtime or after school 

Venue:  covered playground 

 

-   ALL F.1-5 students have to take part in this event. 

- To participate in the activities, you should go to the covered playground during  

   lunchtime (12:50 – 1:25 pm) or after school (3:40 - 4:15 pm). You have THREE  

   tasks to complete: 

 

1.  Read aloud some sentences describing our teachers 

or celebrities around the world. 

2.  Spell the names of THREE countries and their 

adjectives. 

3.  Spell “Simon”, “Raymond” and “Michael”.  
 

- You will get a sticker after finishing the tasks, and your English teachers will then 

give you 1-3 stamps in the English Passport, depending on your performance. 

 

- Hand in this worksheet as homework on the morning of February 6. If you fail to  

   do so, you will have to go to detention class after school, and you won’t get any  

   stamps in your English Passport (and lower marks in your report card!!) . 

 

 

 

           Sticker 

 

           Your performance 

 

 

 

    

    A  /  B  /  C 
 

 

A: Outstanding. Your pronunication was good and you made few mistakes in spelling. 

B: Average. Your pronunication was satisfactory but there is room for improvement.  

  You made some spelling errors. 

C: Below average. Seriously, you need to work on your pronunciation and spelling. 
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TASK ONE  -  Read aloud the following sentences. 

          Fun trivia about our teachers / celebrities around the world 

 

1. Mr Lau Hon Ming loves photography (攝影). He often takes photographs of 

students around our school. He’s a talented photographer (攝影師). 

 

2. Miss Lee Wai Wai is our music teacher. She can play musical instruments like the 

piano, and has a very musical voice. She is a born musician (音樂家). 

 

3. Mr Lee Ka Shing is a successful businessman. When people ask him about the 

secret of his success, he often says that hard work is the key if a person wants to 

succeed in his or her job.  

 

4. Mr Ng For Yau is not a politician (政治家), but he knows a lot about local 

politics (政治). He is concerned about the political (政治的) development of 

Hong Kong and the policies (政策) of the Hong Kong government. 

 

5. President Obama is a confident (有信心的) person. He’s not handsome but when 

he gives a speech, he’s often able to attract his audience because he speaks very 

confidently (有信心地). He has lots of self-confidence.(自信) 

 

 

TASK TWO --  Spell the names of THREE countries and their adjectives. 

Countries Adjectives   Countries Adjectives 

1 Australia e.g. He is Australian.  

e.g. He likes Australian 

   food. 

 14 Malaysia Malaysian 

2 Brazil Brazilian  15 New Zealand    --- 

3 Britain  British  16 the Philippines Filipino 

4 Canada Canadian  17 Portugal Portuguese 

5 China Chinese  18 Russia Russian 

6 France French  19 Singapore Singaporean 

7 Germany German  20 South Africa South African 

8 Greece Greek  21 Spain Spanish 

9 India Indian  22 Switzerland Swiss 

10 Indonesia Indonesian  23 Taiwan Taiwanese 

11 Italy Italian  24 Thailand Thai 

12 Japan Japanese  25 the United States 

   (of America) 

American 

13 Korea Korean  26 Vietnam Vietnamese 

 

TASK THREE --  Spell these names, which are often misspelt by students.  

1. Simon      2.Raymond     3. Michael 


